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IN THE BLEAK MIDWINTER...

Just 3 weeks before the shortest day of the year, with wet roads and more showers forecast, Spokes found bicycle commuters to comprise a stunning 13.9% of all traffic into the city centre on Lothian Road between 8 and 9am –  itself hardly a bike paradise!

Spokes conducted a traffic count on Tuesday 28 November to convince the authorities that cycling in the city has now grown to such an extent that it is already making a major contribution to transport policy and reduced congestion.

The council has done much to encourage cycling, but seem reluctant to take proper credit or highlight their achievements.  Indeed, they seem wary of taking further initiatives, and sometimes even seem happy to endanger their own successes, as in  the continuing threat to coloured surfaces for both cycle and shared bus/cycle lanes – some of which have already been removed (e.g. Causewayside).  The recent decision to reduce cycling targets for 2010 is again typical of the council's inability to realise what is happening, and to really push forward with the continuing promotion of cycle use.

In the Spokes survey, bicycles comprised 133 of the 954 northbound vehicles on Lothian Road between 8 and 9am, peaking at 18.4% of total traffic between 8.45 and 9.00am, and over 10% throughout the period.

And whilst bicycles occupy almost no space to get from A to B, the Spokes survey also showed how the roads are clogged by private motor traffic – most of it with only one occupant – to the severe detriment of buses and commercial traffic.  Lothian Road is always clogged between 8 and 9am, and Spokes counted 658 private cars northbound, compared to just 163 buses and commercial vehicles.

Cyclists are already contributing hugely to reduced congestion.  If half the 133 northbound cyclists used cars instead, car traffic would rise by over 10%, resulting in a probable congestion increase of around 30%.  Conversely, if 50% of drivers used bikes instead of cars, Lothian Road would become a paradise, with no delays at all for buses, taxis or commerce.

Spokes also surveyed George IV Bridge where it meets Forrest Road, in view of the council proposal to redesign traffic arrangements at Forrest Road Triangle.   Here we found cyclists forming 16.3% of all traffic, peaking at 23.5% - almost one quarter of all traffic – between 8.45 and 9am.   This astonishing statistic will be used to press the council for the finest possible cycle facilities in any redesign.   Continuing increases in cycle use will also mean disproportionate growth on Forrest Road as bike commuters to the city are funnelled up through Middle Meadow Walk from much of south Edinburgh.

QUOTES

Judy Cantley, who organised the survey, said, “The amount of cycle traffic revealed by the survey surprised everyone, and all our volunteers were delighted to have helped.  We look forward to running another survey in the Spring.”

Dave du Feu, of Spokes Resources Group, who will present the results at next week's Council Cycle Forum, said, “The council needs to appreciate the very high level of bike use they have already achieved, and the contribution it is already making to the economy of the city.   There is vast potential for further increase if the Council takes cycling seriously and stops shooting themselves in the foot by removing colour from cycle and bus lanes.  The huge levels of cycling on George IV Bridge, leading to the Mound, highlight the scandalous delay in resurfacing the Mound cycle lanes.”

PHOTO OPPORTUNITY

We suggest sending a photographer to Tollcross junction soon after 8.30am (definitely well before 9.00) any weekday morning.  Here you will often see 'waves' of cyclists crossing the junction, 5 or more at a time, especially heading the traffic out from the cycle advance stop area in Brougham Street.

